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ABSTRACT 

In manufacturing environments there is a requirement for optimum utilization of available 
resources.  In Enterprise resource planning, production planning plays an important role, which 
has impact on the revenue of the plant. Jobshop scheduling problem is a NP-Hard and completely 
constrained problem. Exact methods of solution take exponential time and heuristic methods give 
sub optimal solutions. Genetic Algorithms (GA) are the most sought after techniques to get 
optimal solutions, and in this paper 10x10 Jobshop scheduling problem is solved using GA. The 
code is developed in MATLAB and the results are compared with benchmark problems. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A Job Shop scheduling problem consists of a finite set J of n jobs {Ji}i = 1 to n  to be 
processed on a finite set M of m machines{Mk}k =1 to m. Each job Ji must be processed on every 
machine and consists of a chain of operations Oi1, Oi2, ….. , Oim which have to be scheduled in a 
predetermined given order (precedence constraint). There are N operations in total, Oik is the 
operation of job Ji which has to be processed on machine Mk for an uninterrupted processing time 
period tik and no operation may be pre-empted. Each job has its own individual flow pattern 
through the machines, which is independent of the other jobs. Each machine can process only one 
job and each job can be processed by only one machine at a time (capacity constraints). The 
duration in which all operations for all jobs are completed is referred to as Makespan and the 
amount of time each job spends in the system is known as Flow Time.  Many jobs in industry and 
elsewhere require completing a collection of tasks while satisfying temporal and resource 
constraints. Temporal constraints say that some tasks have to be finished before others can be 
started; resource constraints say that two tasks requiring the same resource cannot be done 
simultaneously (e.g., the same machine cannot do two tasks at once). The objective is to create a 
schedule specifying when each task is being processed and what resources it will use which satisfy 
all the constraints while taking as little overall time as possible. This is the Job- Shop- Schedule 
Problem. 
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Complexity of Problem 

Job shop scheduling problem is a complex combinatorial optimization problem, treated as 

NP-Hard. For instance if we consider an m x n size problem, it has an upper bound of [n!]m, thus a 

20X10 problem may have at most 7.265X10183 possible solutions. Complete enumeration of all 

these possibilities to identify feasible schedules and the optimal one is not practical. Due to this 

factorial explosion Jssp is considered to be a member of large class of NP-Hard [Non 

Deterministic Polynomial] numerical problems. 

 

Mathematical Formulation  

Let N = {0,1,….. ,n} denote the set of operations, M the set of machines, A the set of pairs 

of operations constrained by precedence relations and Ek the set of pairs of operations to be 

performed on machine k and which therefore cannot overlap in time. Further let di denote the fixed 

duration (processing time) and ti the start time of operation i. The problem can then be stated as  

Min tn 

tj - ti ≥ di,               ( i,j) є A 

ti ≥ 0                       i є N 

tj - ti ≥ di  V  ti – tj ≥ di  (i,j є Ek, k є M ) 

Assumptions of JSSP 

In a classical Job Shop problem, n jobs are processed on m machines, in which the main 

assumptions are as follows: 

1. All jobs are available at time zero. 

2. Each job is processed by one machine at a time 

3. An operation is not preemptable. 
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4. A machine can process only one operation at a time 

5. The processing times are fixed and sequence independent. 

6. The processing order of each job is given and fixed. 

Representation of a Schedule 

Scheduling is defined as "It is to forecast the processing of a work by assigning resources to 

tasks and fixing their start times”. Another definition has been put forward by Pinedo:"Scheduling 

concerns the allocation of limited resources to tasks over time. It is a decision-making process that 

has, as a goal the optimization of one or more objectives". A schedule is represented by a Gantt 

chart. Scheduling pertains to establishing both the timing and use of resources within an 

organization. Under the operations function (both manufacturing and services), scheduling relates 

to use of equipment and facilities, the scheduling of human activities, and receipt of materials. As 

such, in the decision-making hierarchy, scheduling is usually the final step in the transformation 

process before the actual output (e.g., finished goods) is produced. Consequently, scheduling 

decisions are made within the constraints established by the longer-term decisions. Generally, 

scheduling objectives deals with tradeoffs among conflicting goals for efficient utilization of labor 

and equipment, lead time, inventory levels, and processing times. 

GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Genetic Algorithms use a vocabulary borrowed from natural genetics. We have a set of 

individuals called population. An individual has two representations called phenotype and 

genotype. The phenotype represents a potential solution to the problem to be optimized in a 

straightforward way used in the original formulation of the problem. The genotype, on the other 

hand, gives an encoded representation of a potential solution by the form of a chromosome. A 

chromosome is made of genes arranged in linear succession and every gene controls the 

inheritance of one or several characters or features. Each individual has its fitness, which measures 

how suitable is the individual for the local environment. The Darwinian Theory tells us that among 

individuals in a population, the one that is the most suitable for the local environment is most 

likely to survive to have greater numbers of offspring. This is called a rule of “survival of the 

fittest.” The objective function f of the target optimization problem plays the role of an 

environment, therefore, the fitness of an individual F measures how “good” is the corresponding 

potential solution in terms of the original optimization criteria. When the target optimization is the 

maximization of the objective function, then fitness may be identical to the objective function 

value:  

F(x) =f(x)  (1) 
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where x is an individual in the current population P. When the target is the minimization, 

then the objective function must be converted so that an individual with a small objective function 

value has a high fitness. 

The systematic procedure for solving the given optimization problem using Genetic 

Algorithm is given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Sequence of steps  

Simple genetic Algorithm  

1. Initialize P(t) as a random population P(t = 0) 

2. Recombine P(t) to yield P0(t) by crossover and mutation 

3. Evaluate P0(t) 

4. Reproduce P(t + 1) from P0(t) by selection 

5. Set t  t + 1 

6. repeat from 2 to 5 until some termination condition is met. 

 

GA applied to JSSP 

REPRESENTATION 

There are various types of representations, which indicate the solution of sequencing and 

scheduling problem. The representation of chromosome is based on  

1.  Operation-based  

2. Job based 

3. Precedence list based 

4. Job-pair relation based 

5. Priority rule based 

6. Disjunctive graph based 

7. Completion time based 

8. Machine based 

9. Random key based. 
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In this paper we have considered operation based chromosome. For 3 x 3 problems it is 

represented as 1 2 2 3 3  1 1 2 3. The chromosome indicates that the first job is processed on the 

machine which is according to its precedence constraint. The next job is 2 and again 2, they will 

follow its precedence constraint. The next job processed is 3 on its first machine according to 

constraints and again job 1 is processed and so on. Say for example for 5 x 5 JSSP the precedence 

constraints are as indicated in table 2. The decoding of the chromosome into schedule is indicated 

in figure1. 

Jobs Precedence constraints 

( Routing Matrix) 

Processing Times ( in Minutes) 

Jobs/MC M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 

J1 M1 M2 M4 M3 M5 J1 3 6 1 7 6 

J2 M2 M3 M1 - - J2 3 10 8 5 4 

J3 M3 M4 M5 - - J3 10 10 9 1 5 

J4 M2 M1 M5 - - J4 4 7 8 5 5 

J5 M4 M2 M3 M5 M1 J5 5 3 8 9 3 

Table 2: Routing matrix and processing time 

 

Figure1 : Decoding of Chromosome into a Schedule 

GENETIC OPERATORS 

A genetic algorithm (GA) has three basic features: a population of solutions, fitness-based 

selection, and crossover. Crossover operator is also known as recombination operator. The idea of 

crossover operation is similar to mating behavior in nature. Generally, two parents are selected 
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from a pool of individuals and new individual can be created by taking information from both of 

the parents. The interaction can be perceived as an information exchange session among different 

individuals in a society. During the past two decades, various cross over operators have been 

proposed for literal permutation encoding such as, the order crossover, the cycle crossover, the 

PMX crossover, the edge crossover and the one-point crossover. Choosing a suitable crossover 

operator is one of the key factors that will determine the quality of the results during optimization. 

In this paper order based crossover with order mutation is considered. 

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT 

The processing times and machines orders are taken from standard ABZ10 problem, which 

is a known bench mark problem. The code developed in MATLAB for JSSP implementation is to 

be tested for optimality. The data file containing processing times of the jobs are as indicated 

below. Processing times are given in table 3. 

M/C  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Job1 93 66 82 84 47 25 38 62 24 24 

Job2 78 93 97 80 29 47 67 56 92 22 

Job3 69 45 26 33 40 96 22 46 75 38 

Job4 77 35 56 36 85 68 75 85 76 88 

Job5 52 30 86 63 81 98 54 25 60 20 

Job6 80 86 95 87 65 51 22 65 58 73 

Job7 43 69 53 58 26 81 71 57 54 81 

Job8 27 81 34 46 20 21 86 30 79 62 

Job9 56 95 78 82 47 98 66 66 86 68 

Job 10 30 77 58 50 40 34 44 34 84 46 

Table 3: processing times of all jobs 
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Input data 

No.of.Machines 

No.of Jobs 

No.of.Variables (NVARS) 

No.of.Individuals 

Max Generations 

Gen.Gap 

Crossover probability 

Mutation probability 

Migration Rate 

 

= 10 

= 10 

=  100 

= 200 

= 500 

= 0.9 

= 0.9 

= 1/ NVARS 

=0.9 

 

Implementation procedure 

 

Flow chart of GA code developed in MATLAB. 
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RESULTS & COMPARISON 

The code developed in MATLAB is executed and number of generations is given as 500. 

After 500 generations the best observed solution has a makespan of 901 minutes. This is observed 

in the figure.  
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Figure: 2 

The minimum value of makespan after 83 generations is 1020, after 131 generations is 974, 

after 214 generations is 970, after 262 generations is 940, after 347 generations is 926, after 449 

generations is 916 and at 500 generation the value is 901. It is indicated with data points in figure. 

The final solution chromosome is indicated as shown below. The decoding procedure is given in 

figure 1. The experiment is conducted for 4 different times, in which different population is 
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generated randomly and optimal values of makespan are indicated in table 5. The optimal solution 

obtained from GA has improved the solution from the deterministic technique by an average of 

16.37 %. 2.35 % of improvement in solution from benchmark value is observed. This is clear 

indication that the code developed for solving JSSP is giving optimal solution and is fit to provide 

the optimal solution. The final sequence of operations is indicated in table 4. 

Table 4 : Optimal sequence of operations 

9 6 5 7 6 9 5 1 10 6 

6 10 7 7 9 1 5 6 8 8 

8 7 1 1 10 7 10 1 6 1 

9 1 1 10 10 7 5 4 1 1 

8 6 5 1 1 1 1 9 9 9 

4 1 6 5 8 1 9 1 8 1 

8 7 1 1 5 1 5 1 10 1 

1 1 1 6 1 5 6 9 1 1 

4 1 10 8 7 1 1 1 1 8 

1 7 9 10 1 10 5 4 7 8 

 

Table 5 : Result 

Problem Bench Mark 

Value 

DT GA % 

 

ABZ6 943 1101 901 18.16 

ABZ6 943 1101 916 16.8 

ABZ6 943 1101 941 14.53 

ABZ6 943 1101 925 15.98 

    16.37 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It is observed in the paper that the Genetic Algorithm developed in this paper is capable of 

finding good solutions for JSSP.  
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